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IRAQI BODIES PRESENTS THE PREMIERE OF  

THE FORSAKEN 
The Forsaken is the first production in 2014 presented by Iraqi Bodies.  
With affecting performances such as The Sleepers, The Baldheaded, Unidentified, Fever and the 
trilogy Body & Identities the group has managed to carve a unique niche for themselves in 
the field of contemporary dance. It’s a world where sparse lighting, silence and near 
immobility is paired with seemingly erratic yet repetitive movements, at times creating an 
atmosphere of discomfort and unease but also one of tremendous beauty.  
 
Anmar Taha, Iraqi Bodies’ artistic director and choreographer, have together with 
performers from Iraq, Italy, Greece and Sweden created a piece inspired by the play of 
Antigone by Sophocle. Portraying the striving of five characters faced with an 
inexcusable act of disobedience forced upon them by higher orders, by higher decrees. 
 
Five characters bound by fate to endure, struggle and strive towards an ultimate end.  
It is now as it has been since the beginning of time a continuous resonance with life itself. 
Yet the resonance disturbed, ill-fated by the counsel of the wretched.  
Only in the innocent can truth be found.  
Thereby beauty unfolds itself.  
For truth is the only beauty that can manifest  
itself in the hearts of men as the guiding moral of complete 
resonance with himself and the ones around him.  
Five characters faced with an inexcusable act of disobedience forced upon them by higher orders,  
by higher decrees. 
 
Iraqi Bodies on the perfomance: 
“This performance is directed towards an audience which is torn, confused, faced with a future of 
uncertainty. We too find ourselves in the midst of this audience and frantically trying to grasp something 
of substance, stability, in the void.” 
 
PERFORMANCE INFO: 
Choreography: Anmar Taha 
Performers: Antigoni Choundri, Margherita Landi, Sara Axelsson, Lizette Rönnkvist, 
Gustaf Jönsson, Anmar Taha, among others 
Scenography: Hayder Kiven 
Light technician: Finn Petterson 
Production: Iraqi Bodies 
Dates: 30-31 maj 2014 19.00 
Venue: 3:e Våningen, Sockerbruket 9, 414 51 Göteborg 
Duration: ca. 60 min 
Booking: 0702-721771 alt. bokning@3vaningen.se 
Information: www.iraqibodies.com, iraqibodies@gmail.com 


